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invention relates to apparatus for direct- scopes and. collectively adapted to correct :flight
ing the :flight of aircraft in outer space and be- about longitudinal, vertical or horizontal axes, or
yond normal atmospheric conditions. While the about any three mutually perpendicular axes.
invention is of somewhat general application, it - Each pair of gyroscopes rotate in the same di-·
iS more particularly adapted to aircraft which are rection in their normal positions, as shown in 6
propelled by the discharge of gases or vapors - Fig. 2.
In order, to simplify the drawings, I have shown
therefrom, such as rocket$ or rocket planes.
One form of gyro~copic apparatus by which only a· single set of control and pilot gyroscopes,
this general result may be attained is -shown in mounted to control angular· displacement or rollmy prior application Serial No. 109,964, filed by ing of the aii'craft about its longitudinal axis. 10
me November 9, 1936.
- Similar equipment will be provided to control
It is the general object of my present inven:flight with respect to transverse vertical and
tion to improve the construction shown and de- horizontal -axes, as shown in Fig. 6, where pil.rs
scribed in my prior application by providing of gyroscopes X, Y and Z control movement about
means to confine the effectiveness of each pair vertical, rlongltudinal and transverse axes re- 15
of steering or control gyroscopes to reactions · spectively,
about a single axis, and to render all other reThe pilot gyroscope P comprises a gyroscope
actions of said pair of gyroscopes inoperative or member I 0 mounted on a shaft 11 which is· pivnon-effective.
,
- oted in a gimbal frame 12. The frame 12 is
A more specific object of the invention is to mounted in a gimbal ring 14 which in turn is 20
provide means for operatively connecting each mounted in an outer gimbal ring or frame 16,
pair of gyroscopes to the aircraft only during which latter frame is fixed in the aircraft C
periods of angular adjustment of the rotating which is indicated generally in Figs. 1 and 2..
gyroscope members relative to the selected axis. - The gyroscope member I 0 is continuously roIn the preferred embodiment of my invention, tated at high speed by driving mechanism, not 25
the frame which supports each- pair of steering shown but commonly electric. When the gyroor control gyroscope members is normally mount-' .- scope member I 0 is displaced from its normal
ed for free angular movement about three mu- plane 'of rotation relative to the craft c, either
tually perpendicular axes, but said frame is auta- by manual adjustment or by an angular or rollmatically held from movement about one selected ing motion of the craft, ·contacts are completed 30
axis during any angular adjustment of the planes ·through wires 20 and 21 (Fig, 5> to effect closing
of rotation of said two gyroscope members in said of a switch in a relay R (Fig. 5), interposed beframe and relative to each other.
tween a generator G and a reversible motor M by
My invention further relates to arrangements which relative angular adjustm1mt of the conand combinations of parts which will be herein- trol gyroscope members is etfected.
_35
after described and more particularly pointed
For a more complete description of the pilot
out in the appended claims.
gyroscope and the connections therefrom to the
A preferred form '-Of the invention is shown in ·relay R, reference is made to mY prior applicathe drawings, in which
-tion above identified. Fig. l is a perspective view of one of my im- . The contl'.Ol gyrOscope system associated with 40
proved control gyroscopes, together with a pilot the pilot gyroscope P comprises a pair of gyrogyroscope .therefor;
.scope meIJJbers 30 and 31, rotatably mounted in
Fig. 2 i& a side View of the control and pilot gimbal rings 32 and- 33, which rings are extergyroscopes shown in Fig. 1;
nally provided With gear teeth and are each poFig. 3 is a transverse sectional elevation, taken sitioned by a plurality of flanged pinions 34 45
along the line 3-3 in Fig. 2;
loosely pivoted on a double supporting frame 35.
A pinion 40 is connected for rotation by the
Fig. 4 is a detail sectional view, taken along
motor M and engages the ring gear 32, and a
the line 4-4 in Fig. 2;
Fig. 5 is a wiring diagram to be described; and pinion 41 is interposed between the pinion 40 and _
. Fig. 6 shows a diagranuµatic arrangement of _t_he ring gear 33. Consequently, when the motor 50
M is energized; the ring gears 32 and 33. are sithree pairs of gyroscopes.
My invention r~lates to. the ·general type of mwtaneously ·rotated in opposite directions~
The frame 35 is provided with bearing studs 42
aircraft described at length in my prior application, and contemplates_ the use of three' pairs and 43, piv6tally mounted in a gimbal frame 44,
of control gyroscopes, supervised by pilot gyro- which _in turn is ~upported by studs 45 pivoted in 61
~is
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a transverse gimbal ring n. and this transverse
ring 47 is pivoted on studs 48 in a support 49
mounted in fixed position in the aircraft.
The construction of the gyroscope members 30
5 and 31 and the manner of mou,nting and adjusting said members in the frame 35 is similar to
the construction shown and described in my prior
application, but the frame 35 in said application
is fixed in the aircraft, whereas in the present
10 construction the frame 35 is pivotally mounted
in the gimbal frame 44, wh,ich in turn is pivoted in
the transverse gimbal frame 47 for purposes to be
explained.
A holding device 50 is mounted on the frame
15 44 and is adapted to engage the supporting stud
43 of the frame 35 and to prevent angular move.:
ment thereof in the frame 44 when so engaged.
The device 511 may comprise a brake or clutch of
any usual form but is preferably a magnetic
20 clutch connected in series with the motor M and
relay R as shown in Fig. 5.
The connections are sµch that when the relay
is closed by the pilot gyroscope to connect the
generator G to the motor M, the clutch 51.l will
25 be simultaneously energized to lock the frame 35
in the gimbal frame 44, which condition will continue so long as the motor M continues to operate
in either direction.
The gyroscope members 30 and 31 may be made
30 hollow and may be utilized for storage of gasoline, and this gasoline may be withdrawn or discharged therefrom during the :flight of the aircraft, all as fully described in my prior applica- .
tion.
35 During such discharge, however, the gyroscopes
30 and 3 S will preferably be rotating in th~ same
direction and in parallel planes, as indicated by
the arrows a in Fig. 2, and a reaction will be produced by such discharge, tending to roll the craft
40 about its longitudinal axis. To correct this temporary condition, I may conveniently provide two
or more rocket nozzles 60 (Figs. 2 and 4) adapted
to discharge combustion gases approximately circumferentially o(the aircraft and with sufficient
~5 force
counteract the effect of the discarge of
gasoline from the rotating gyroscope members. ·
· Having described the details of construction of
a preferred form of apparattis for carrying out my
.
invention, I will now describe the operation there50 of in directing the :flight of an aircraft.
Assuming that an outside force, such as a
transverse air current, initiates a rolling motion
of the craft about its longitudinal axis, the resuiting displacement of the pilot gyroscope P will act
55 through suitable circuit-closing devices fully described in my prior application to cause the motor
M to operate and to angularly adjust the gyroscope members 30 and 31 simultaneously in opposite directions. After the displacing force has
60 been overcome and the craft has been turned
back through half the angle of displacement, the
motor M will be automatically reversed and will
gradually return the gyroscopes to some intermediate position, such as is shown in dotted lines
65 in Fig. 2, thereby restoring the craft to its original
angUlar position and permanently neutralizing
the displacing external force.
In .such a :final intermediate. position, in which
the axes of the gyroscope members are inclined
iO to the longitudinal axis of the craft, certain
small proportional parts of the angular momentum may tend to turn the craft about its longitudinal, vertical and horiZontal axes, if the gyroscope frame, as 35, is fixed in the craft.
i;;
It the members 8® and '® 3 are of e~~ctly the

to

same mass and are rotating at exactly the same
speed and are in all other respects symmetrical in
relation to all three axes, the displacing forces
of the two gyroscope members wm be exactly balanced, so that the net diverting force- exerted on
the craft is zero. In actual practice, however, it
is not possible to maintain two gyroscopes in exactly the same condition as to mass, speed and
balance, and consequently unbalanced forces are
developed which tend to divert the craft when the
members SI! and 3 i assume any such position as is·
shown in dotted lines in Fig. 2, if the frame 35 is
:fixed. This diverting tendency obviously increases as the displacement of the members 30
and 3 I from full line position increases.
By mounting the frame 35 in the pivoted gimbal
frame members 44 and £111, this disturbing force
is rendered inoperative to effect the filght of the
craft when the frame 35 is free. When the frame
35 is clamped in the frame member ~Ii by the
magnetic clutch SC, the gyroscope members are
then effec.tive to counteract and correct a rolling
displacement of the craft about its longitudinal
axis. Only during this relatively brief and infrequent period of clutch operation can the disturbing forces effect the flight of the craft and
such brief effect is negligible, particularly as it
occurs only when the gyroscopes 30 arid 3 f are in
corrective operation.
Otherwise stated, the supporting frame 35 normally turns freely on its pivots 42 and 43 and is
also free to adjust itself about the pivots 45 and
4!l, but when the frame 35 is clamped by the
clutch 50, the gyroscope members 30 and 31, if
well matched, are able to exert a correcting illfiuence and to counteract an external force tending to roll the craft about its longitudinal axts
without introducing appreciable rotational disturbances. Consequently, substantial displacement of the members 3!:! and 3 I from initial parallel relation does not interfere with the direction
of flight if my present construction is used, while
some such interference may occur if the frame 35
is wholly :fixed in the craft and the momenta of
the members 30 and 31 are not at all tinies substantially equal and opposite.
To summarize the method of control herein
described; a comparatively large amount of angular momentum is stored on the craft about three
.directions at right angles, before the take-off.
This angular momentum may be utilized without
net change in amount in steering the craft, and
can be used up wholly or in part, in overcoming
the tendency of outside forces to rotate or change
the direction of the craft. Moreover, each of the
three anguiar momenta may be used independently, and neither will produce nor interfere with
any movement· of the craft about either of the
other two axes.
Having thus described my invention and the
advantages thereof, I do not wish to be limited
to the details herein disclosed, otherwise than as
set forth in the claims, but what I claim is:
1. Apparatus for directing the flight of an aircraft in outer space which comprises. a pair of
associated rotating gyroscope members mountea
for preceSsional movement in supports which are
separately rotatable in a supporting frame, a pilot
gyroscope, means under control of' said pilot gyroscope effective to precessionally displace the
gyroscope members equally in opposite dh'ections,
thereby causing said gyroscope members to exert
a flight-adjusting force on said aircraft in space
in opposition to a diverting external force, means
to support said frame m said .,craft so tlla.t a.ll
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reactions of said gyroscope members are normally
inoperative to direct ftight, and automatic means
controlled by said pilot gyroscope by which said
members may be at times rendered effective to
direct flight with respect to a selected axis only
of said craft.
2. Apparatus for· directing the filght of an aircraft in outer space which comprises a pair of
associated rotating gyroscope members mounted ·
for precessional movement i:r;i. supports which are
separately rotatable in a supporting frame, which
1s pivotally mounted in said craft, a pilot ·gyroscope, means under control of said pilot gyroscope
effective to precessionally displace the gyroscope
members equally in opposite directions, thereby
causing said gyroscope members to exert a flight'adjusting force on said aircraft in space in op:position to a diverting e:Xternal force, and auto·matic means to hold. said supporting frame from
I movement on its pivots while said displacing
means is in operation but leaving said supporting
frame otherwise free to turn on its pivots.
3. Apparatus for directing the flight of an aircraft in outer space which comprises a pair of
associated rotating gyroscope members mounted
for precessional movement in supports which are
separately rotatable in a supporting frame which.
is pivotally mounted in said craft, a pilot gyroscope, an electric motor under control of said pilot
gyroscope and effective to precesslonally displace
the gyroscope members equally in opposite directions, thereby causing said gyroscope members to
exert a filght-adjusting force on said a.ii:cra.ft in
space in opposition to a diverting external force,
and a magnetic clutch operatively ass0ciated with
said motor and effective to hold said supporting
frame from angular movement on its pivots while
said motor is in operation but leaving said supporting frame otherwise free to turn on its pivots.
, 4. Apparatus for directing the flight of an air:.
craft in outer space which comprises a pair of assQciated ·rotating gyroscope members mounted for
precessiona.l movement in supports which are .
separately rotatable in a supporting frame, inner
~ and outer gimbal rings, said frame being pivotally
mounted in said inner ring and said outer ring
beuig pivotally mounted in-said craft, a pilot gyroscope, means under control of said pilot gyroscope
effective to precessionally displace the gyroscope
:1 members equally in opposite directions, thereby .
causing said gyroscope members to exert a flightadjusting force on said aircraft in space in op•
position to a diverting external force, and automatic means to hold said supporting .frame fixed
:; relative to Said inner gimbal ring while said displacing means is in operation but leaving said
supporting frame otherwise free to tum on its
pivots.
5. Apparatus for directing the flight of an airn craft in outer space which comprises a pair of
associated rotating gyroscope members mounted
for precessional movement in supports which are
separately rotatable in a supporting frame, inner
1

·3

and outer gimbal rings, said frame being pivotally
mounted in said inner ring and said outer ring
being pivotally mounted in said craft, a pilot gyroscope, an electric motor under control of said
pilot gyroscope and effective to precessionally dis- 6
place the gyroscope members equally in opposite
directions, thereby causing said gyroscope members to exert a flight-adjusting force on said aircraft in space in opposition to a diverting external
force, and a magnetic clutch operatively associ- 10
ated with said motor and effective to hold said
supporting frame in fixed relation to said inner
glmbal ring while .said motor is in operation but
leaving· said supporting frame otherwiSe free to
turn on its pivots.
·
16
6. Apparatus for directing the filght of an. aircraft ill outer space which comprises a pair of
associated rotating gyroscope members mounted
for precessional movement in supports which are
separately rotatable in a supporting frame, which 20
ls pivotally mounted in said craft. said gyroscope
members having substantial equal moments of inertia, means to rotate said gyroscopes at substan..;
tially equal .speeds and in. the same direction, a
pilot gyroscope, means under control of said pilot 26
gyroscope effective to precesslonally displace the
gyroscope members equally in opposite directions,
thereby causing said gyroscope members to exert
a filght-adjustlng force on said aircraft in space
in opposition to a diverting external force, and ao
automatic means to lu>ld said supporting frame
from movement on its pivots while said displacing
means is in operation but leaving said supporting
frame otherwise free to turn on its pivots.
7. Apparatus for directing· the flight of an air- 86
craft in outer space which comprises means to
store angular momentum in said craft; means to
normally prevent said momentum from affecting
the flight of said craft in anY direction, and automatic means to utilize a portion of said momen- 40
tum to overcome an outside force tending to turn
said craft about a selected a.xis.
8. Apparatus for directing the flight of an aircraft In outer space which comprises means to·
store angular momentum in said craft in three 45
directions at· right angles to each other, means
to normally prevent said momentum from affecting the flight of said era.ft in any direction, and
automatic means to utilize a portion of said momentum to overcome an outside force tending to 60
tum said craft a.bout a selected axis.
9. Apparatus for directing the flight of an aircraft in outer space which comprises means to
store angular momentum in said era.ft in three
directions ~t right angles to each other, means to 0
normally prevent said momentum from affecting
the filght of said craft in any direction, and automatic means to utilize a portion of said momentum to overcome an outside force tending to
turn said craft a.bout a selected axis and to pre- GO
vent a change In stor~d momentum thus produced
from affecting the tught of the craft.
ROBERT H. GODDARD.

